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The Ross Farm as it is today, a National 
Register of Historic Places property 

and PA Century Farm, began in 1910 in a 
little corner of southwestern Pennsylvania 
called Glyde. Glyde is like a lot of places 
across the area, something you won’t really 
find on a map, but all the locals know where 
it is. Technically a portion of the bustling 
metropolis of Eighty Four, PA, Glyde is the 
spot where Routes 40 (the National Pike) and 
519 intersect. Not much there but us, really.

The farm was established by my great-
grandfather Frank L. Ross Sr. on a tract 
of land purchased from his father 16 years 
earlier. I’ll save you the total chronology, but 
suffice it to say it was a working farm known 
for high-quality livestock including Angus 
purchased from the Eisenhower farm. (Yes, 
THAT Eisenhower!)

Fast forward to 1993, when my mother 
inherited the farm and returned to the 
property where she had been raised. It was 
a sheep farm as it always had been. The 
sheep we had helped to care for had also 
been a commercial mix of Dorset, Suffolk, 
Hampshire and whatever else came ‘down 
the pike’ since neighbors used the same ram 
and passed him around to breed the flocks 
in that little community. Wool was selling 
for around $.40 a pound and it cost us about 
$2.50 a head to shear. Not a money-making 
proposition, as my mother would say. This 
was my epiphany.

That year, I purchased a registered Cheviot 
ram and started to cull the flock for compact 
body with good wool production. We added 
some registered Cheviot ewes the following 
year and started moving in that direction. 
Fifteen years later, when my parents became 
less able to really help with the livestock, we 
did some ‘fine tuning’ to the plan and started 
heading down the path we are currently 
on: Heritage Breed Livestock. I decided 
maybe we would be able to ‘work smarter, 
not harder’ and raise sheep whose wool was 
worth more than $.65 a lb. and increase our 
profits without taking on more sheep. That 
year, I added Shetlands, Tunis, Jacob and 

a lovely little Lincoln-cross ram lamb “Mr. 
Lincoln”, to our flock and that opened the 
floodgates to our current operation. That fall, 
my father, in his infinite wisdom said ‘why 
don’t you call that lady in Williamsburg and 
see if we could get one of those high-powered 
rams they have down there?’ and six weeks 
later, Mr. Jefferson (CWF 5-26) rolled in 
the driveway to meet our ladies and start our 
LL-cross flock. That spring, with help from 
Joan and Kelly, we were LLSBA breeders!

In addition to our now seven sheep 
breeds, (we added Romney a year or so ago), 
we also raise Haflinger horses, miniature 
Mediterranean and spotted donkeys, Dexter 
and Belted Galloway cows, heritage breed 
chickens, guineas, ducks and our two oddballs: 
a very bad little Pygmy goat Houdini and a 
random peacock Freddie who showed up last 
year on Friday the 13th. We farm using Antique 
tractors and implements, the newest one is a 
1956 Farmall M-TA, and our son is working 
with a pair of Dexter bull calves to create a team 
of oxen to use for historic re-enactments in the 
area. We have finally gotten to a point where we 
are ready to start doing fiber shows and really 
marketing our Heritage and Rare Breeds Fibers. 
It has been 118 years, but the Ross Farm is still 
going strong!

The Ross Farm – a history of family farm values Amy Ross Manko, Ross Farm

The Ross Farm in winter Photos by Scott Manko
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Lambing is coming up soon and with the 
mild winter we have been having so far, 
we will probably have a rough year with 

worms. Without the prolonged cold to kill 
part of the worm population we will certainly 
have to worry about them earlier in the year. 
So put the information Ann Zajak gave us to 
good use. Make a plan. I am going to try to 
use some pastures that we haven’t used in a few 
years in the hopes that the worm population 
will be down in them. I am also planning to 
use the cattle to graze the sheep pastures more 
than in the past and FAMACHA will be our 
constant companion, spring, summer and fall.

With good luck at lambing, you should have 
some animals to sell to other shepherds. Several 
things to keep in mind, not all animals are of 
breeding quality. Think about your animals 
carefully and as stewards of this wonderful 
breed remember to only sell breeding quality 
animals as breeding animals. Undesirable 
characteristics pop up and it is our job to 
recognize them and eliminate them. Pink 
noses, poor mouths and legs, uncharacteristic 
fleeces are enough to disqualify animals 
as breeders. These animals should not be 

registered, they can make great pets or great 
stew whichever you choose. There is no shame 
in culling ( the shame is NOT culling!).

Good quality animals should be registered 
promptly and sold to folks who understand the 
importance of the breed and will become part of 
the program. Remember the Board of Directors 
set up a new benefit, so you, as a member of the 
Leicester Longwool Sheep Breeders Association 
can get your new flock owners into the group 
for just ten dollars for their first year. It is worth 
tacking ten dollars onto your asking price to 
get these new folks into the group. Remember 
this breed is still rare in the United States and 
has declined in other countries worldwide so we 
need to keep track of them!

Remember that we have elections this 
spring and a ballot will be mailed out to you 
in the next few months. Also remember our 
meeting at the Maryland Sheep and Wool 
Festival, information on the meeting time 
and location will come along with the ballot.

Good luck lambing!
– Elaine Shirley

Colonial Williamsburg Rare Breeds Program

Message from the president
Maryland Sheep  

and Wool Festival

May 5–6, 2012

Howard County 
Fairgrounds, MD

LLSBA Meeting
May 4, 2012

Howard County 
Fairgrounds, MD 

Breed display barn, 5 p.m.
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Note from your Registrar  Kelly Smith, Hoppin Acres Farm

You must be a member of the LLSBA and assigned a Breeders Code to Register and 
Transfer sheep within the Association. Membership dues are $25 per year. Your dues must 
be current in order to Register and Transfer animals. (2012 Dues due date was January 31, 
2012.) If you failed to pay your 2012 dues and have prior year registrations, your dues will 
need to be paid in full before registrations will be processed. 
Registration Fees; Ewes under 1 year $5.00, Ewes over 1 year $10.00, Rams $10.00
Registration and Transfer Forms are available on the LLSBA Website.

You must note on your registration if the animal is white or colored. Colored animals are 
assigned a C after their registration number.
Please make checks made payable to LLSBA. Send Registration and Transfer Forms to:
Kelly Smith-Anderson LLSBA Registrar, 3458 Sugar Valley Rd., Bruceton Mills, WV 26525

You will receive an e-mail verification that your applications were received. If for any 
reason you have any questions please feel free to e-mail Kelly at hoppingacres@frontiernet. 

In the last 5 years, 209 rams have been registered and 545 ewes. These are actual 
registration numbers, I am not sure if all animals are still alive. 

 It is so important for all animals, of breed standard quality, to be registered and 
transferred within the association. I can not stress enough the importance of breeders 
paying the membership fees of buyers when they sell sheep. Our goal is to preserve a rare 
breed to the best of our abilities by breeding top quality breeding stock to pass on to the 
next generation. Without serious breeders, our lovely breed will be lost forever.  
2007 Rams Registered 38; Ewes Registered 86

2008 Rams Registered 37; Ewes Registered 108

2009 Rams Registered 40; Ewes Registered 112

2010 Rams Registered White 42; Colored 8; Ewes Registered White 112, Colored 15

2011 Rams Registered White, 33; Colored 11; Ewes Registered White 95, Colored 17
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Ah... lambing time on the farm... what 
quote could better describe this manic 
time of year than this one by Charles 

Dickens? – although I am sure Dickens 
had no idea that he was aptly describing 
the shepherd’s favorite and most dreaded 
time of the year. Thank goodness for fellow 
shepherds, those friends and mentors who 
are the only people who truly understand 
what it is like to go out and find new life and 
sometimes new death all at the same time.

Over the past 12 lambing seasons, the 
main thing that the sheep have taught 
me is that every season they will teach me 
something new. I’ll never forget meeting a 
seasoned shepherd with 50 years of lambing 
behind him who told me that he still learns 
something new every year. So as I cherish 
the “lull before the storm” on a quiet January 
evening, I want to share some things that I 
have learned that make spring lambing a little 
less hectic and include some items that I keep 
around to make life easier during what is a 
very busy time of year.

Maiden ewes  Every fall, as I evalute that 
season’s young ewes, I agonize over trying 
to decide whether or not to put them with a 
ram. But oh, those first time mothers – how I 
cherish my girls that I find on an early spring 
morning – looking somewhat bewildered, but 
proud and protective, as they present to me 
their first babe or two. What I have learned 
over the years, time and again, is that those 
“one winter” ewes that lamb unassisted their 
first spring, go on to be my most productive 
ewes. They are my stars in the making. I’ve 
found that productivity and mothering is a 
heritable trait. I have a 12 year old ewe (2012) 
that delivered twin rams unassisted when she 
was just 11 months of age. She’s gone on to 
have many sets of twins and triplets over the 
years. Her granddaughter had twins as well at 
11 months of age and has never produced less 
than twins or triplets – and she is celebrating 
her 10th lambing season this spring after 

having raised triplet ram lambs this past 
summer. One of her daughters twinned for 
me as a one winter ewe, twinned again and 
tripleted this past summer.

There are two techniques I’ve used to pull 
lambs (that are already in the birth canal) that 
are espeically helpful if you are alone and don’t 
have help. One is to put her up on a bale of hay/
straw with her feet dangling over the front and 
back. This anchors her so she can’t run away, 
and gives you the force of gravity in trying to 
extricate the lamb. I used this technique one 
time when pulling a breech lamb that was very 
large. Other times when I have to pull the lamb 
and the ewe won’t lie down for me, is to get 
her into a pen or corner and straddle her, while 
facing her hind quarters, and lean over and pull 
the lamb with a downward motion. This only 
works if the lamb is at least presenting hooves 
and a nose – giving you something to pull on. 
There are other tips in the books referenced in 
this article.

On another note – do not overfeed your 
pregnant ewes! If it seems you are pulling too 
many lambs and those lambs are oversized, 
then it’s likely that the ewes are overfed, 
especially in the last 4–6 weeks of gestation. 

For the ewe, the worse part is of course, 
delivery – but, for the shepherd, sometimes 
the worse part is after the delivery, if a new 
mama refuses to be a mother. They often act 
so “unmotherly” because they are just plain 
exhausted. They may have had a long labor, 
they may be sore or even going into shock. 
After making sure the lamb is alive and gets 
first colostrum I make sure the ewe has access 
to warm molasses water and good fresh hay, 
preferably with some alfalfa or clover. This 
is also a good time to give the ewe a boost of 
energy with some CMPK gel or Gatorade. 
You can administer it orally to a ewe who is 
tired out, giving her quick electrolytes. Be 
sure to have the large 60cc syringes around for 
times like this, especially if a ewe is refusing to 
drink on her own.

There are little tricks we can use to help a 
new mom figure out she’s in it for the long 
haul. When they cannot fathom this creature 
that is nudging them and poking at their 
hindquarters and bleating away, it’s usually 
because something has interrupted the natural 
hormones that would normally kick into gear 
during the entire lambing process. Try to get 
these new moms into small, quiet pen areas 
where they are not jostled by other animals or 
other dams, lambs, or even dogs. Unless I need 
another person to help me catch or hold a ewe 
to pull a lamb, I instruct all of my family to 
stay away from the barn while ewes are in labor 
or while first bonding with their newborns.

Sometimes new moms will keep circling and 
not let the lamb latch on, either out of curiosity 
or annoyance. If this happens, you will have 
to hold the ewe’s head while the lamb nurses. 
I had a ewe who was not talking to, or sniffing 
or licking her lamb. While I let the lamb nurse, 
I turned the ewe’s head back toward the lamb’s 
rear and made her smell the rear end of the lamb 
the entire time the lamb would be suckling. 

Continued on Page 4

Log on and stay in touch! Check out the LLSBA on FaceBook and Yahoo online:

USA Leicester Longwools Association, www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_239467173365

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Leicesterlongwool/

The first 2012 Leicester Longwool lambs at 
Lavendar Fleece Farm

Season of Lambs Laurie Ball-Gisch. The Lavender Fleece Farm

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of 
foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it 
was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair...

Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities

Lambing reference books
I suggest some reference books and some 
reading prior to lambing time, especially for 
those new to lambing: 

1) The Sheep Book, Ron Parker 

2) Storey’s Barn Guide to Sheep 

3)  Managing Your Ewe and Her Newborn 
Lamb, Laura Lawson. 
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Season of Lambs 
Continued from Page 3

I kept at this for many times over a several 
hour period. After a couple of hours, the ewe 
started to lick the lamb’s rear and this finally 
helped her to bond to her baby. The next time 
I went into the pen, the ewe stomped her feet 
at me, and the baby was happily nursing away 
without my help. 

Sometimes it seems we never see the lambs 
nurse and we worry that they are not getting 
enough to eat. Full lambs will do a leisurely 
stretch when they stand up. 
You can also check if their mouth is warm 
by putting your finger into the mouth of the 
lamb. Warm = has been nursing! You will 
feel a nice full, rounded belly if they’ve been 
nusing well.

Another time when I could not get a ewe 
to bond with her lamb, I brought one of my 
Icelandic sheepdogs into the pen with me. 
As soon as the ewe saw the dog, her instinct 
of protection kicked in and she put herself 
between the dog and the lamb, stomping 
her feet at the dog. Just that nudge into 
defensiveness caused her to want to protect, 
and bond with that new lamb.

Even more confusing for some of these first 
time ewes are twins. They will need special 
monitoring to make sure the ewe is letting 
both lambs nurse, and that she is producing 
enough colostrum and milk for two. I have 
startd to go ahead and give twins of young 
ewes an extra boost using supplemental 
colostrum “just in case.” It is also important 
to confirm whether the ewe has fully 
accepted that both lambs are hers. 

Geriatric Ewes  I treasure my old ewes. 
Especially those that were born here on 
the farm. These 9, 10, 11, 12 year old ewes 
are the ones who are parasite and disease 
resistant; they are the ones who produce 
lambs unassisted and raise healthy, hardy 
lambs every season and theirs are the lambs 
I want to keep – they are a proven history, 
a true legacy. But as ewes age, their milk 
production goes down. So, what I do with 
geriatric moms, is to pen them and their 
lambs up and immediately supplement both 
lambs with a bottle from birth onward. It’s 
actually quite fun to be snuggled in with an 
old friend and her new lambs and to be able 
to cuddle and hold newborns, offering one a 
bottle while the other nurses from its dam. 
Then I switch and make sure both lambs can 
nurse from bottle and teat. The great part 
about this, is that the dam still is making 
milk and she can give the lambs enough milk 
to get them through a cold night. I don’t have 
to be out there every couple of hours. These 

lambs grow up knowing how to be sheep, and 
you can be as hands-on, or hands-off, as you 
want to be. The babies will come running 
for their supplemental bottles and then go 
bouncing back to follow mom. 

I house yearling ewes and their lambs – 
along with geriatric ewes and their lambs – in 
a barn/paddock/field area separated from 
the rest of the flock. This way I can grain 
supplement moms and babes for extra 
calories and protein. This also allows me 
to move away from bottle supplementation 
earlier, since the lambs learn to eat the grain 
alongside their dams. This is also where I 
keep any ewes with triplets or quads.

Lambing Supplies
Over the years I’ve found that there are 

some amazing products that are time – and 
life-savers when it comes to spring lambing. 
Every winter I take stock of what I have here 
and what I need to order. First item on the 
agenda is the CD/T vaccinations. We make a 
point of administering the yearly boosters (2cc) 
to each sheep on the farm in March (or at least 
two weeks before the first lambs are expected). 

CMPK Gel I keep this on hand now year 
‘round, and have found it to be a life saver of 
ewes who are at risk of pregnancy toxemia or 
ketosis. It is also very good to adminster to any 
ewe who has gone through a difficult delivery, 
especially if she is “shocky.” This is a dairy 
cattle product that has concentrated calcium, 
phosphorus, magnesium and potassium. I give 
the ewe 20-40cc orally and repeat this every 
few hours depending on her condition. Two 
years ago I found one of my older ewes (she 
was 10 years old that year) lying down and 
she did not get up when I approached her. I 
tried to make her stand and she couldn’t. I 
suspected pregnancy toxemia and immediately 
gave her CMPK gel. I got her some warm 

molasses water and put her in a pen to keep 
her quiet and easily accessible. She refused to 
stand that whole day and so I went out every 
3-4 hours and gave her about 30cc of CMPK 
gel and also 60-120 cc of warm molasses water, 
as I couldn’t get her to drink on her own. 
I also gave her injections of B complex and 
vitamins A&D and E. I left good alfalfa hay 
in her stall but she did not show any interest 
in eating that entire day. The next morning 
when I went out to check on her, she was not 
in her stall. I found her at the hay feeder eating 
along with the other ewes. She went on to have 
triplets for me two weeks later. 

Iodine Don’t forget to have iodine on 
hand for steriilzing and drying up the 
umbilical cord. Personally, I don’t “strip” 
the cord or cut it, as some will recommend. 
Whatever is there, I will gather up into a 
small vial of iodine and dip. 

Nursemate ASAP This is a tube of 
concentrated colostrum which can be stored 
at room temperature. I always keep a tube in 
my jacket pocket during lambing season. You 
snip the tip off the tube and when a lamb is 
needing extra help – i.e. has been through a 
long delivery, is born weak and not able to 
get up and nurse right away on its own. What 
is so great about this product is that you 
can very easily insert the tip of the tube into 
the corner of the lamb’s mouth and slowly 
give the lamb the gel orally, on the back of 
the tongue (always use latex gloves when 
touching newborn lambs!). I usually stroke 
the neck of the lamb as well, to make sure it 
is swallowing. This is much quicker and easier 
than running into the house to get frozen 
colostrum thawed and much less invasive 
than tubing the lamb. It allows the lamb the 
time it needs to gain its strength on its own 
without losing more body heat. I give a lamb 
1/2 tube to begin with and if needed, finish 
the tube after about 30-45 minutes if the 
lamb is still weak and not nursing on its own. 

BoSE All of our lambs receive 1/2 cc 
injections of BoSE (selenium and vitamin E) 
the day they are born. We also give them a 
second injection of 1cc at 6 weeks of age when 
they receive their first of 2 CD/T vaccinations. 

Deworm the ewe While I let my ewes 
choose their own spot to deliver their lambs, 
after the lamb are up and nursing, I move 
mom and babies into a pen in the barn. This 
allows me to observe the new family to make 
sure lambs are nursing well and to also be 
sure that the ewe has delivered the placenta. 
This is also when I will deworm the ewe. The 
most effective dewormers used during this 
period seem to be ivermectin and levamisole 
products. 

Continued on Page 5

Lambing supplies
Sources: your local veterinarian, 
valleyvet.com, jefferslivestock.com, 
Pipevet.com

CD/T vaccinations
BoSE
CMPK Gel
Iodine
Ground ginger
Molasses
Ivermectin and/or Levamisole dewormers
Nursemate ASAP
Shepherd’s Choice Lamb & Kid Milk
Pritchard Teats
Latex gloves
Scale for weighing lambs
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Season of Lambs 
Continued from Page 4

Labor and delivery will cause dormant 
internal parasites to reactivate and it’s better 
that she drop those parasites in a bed of straw 
in the barn than out on your pastures. Also, 
be sure to really watch yearling ewes with 
lambs at side for parasites that spring and 
summer. They are still growing themselves, 
feeding one or two lambs, and so their 
immune systems may be compromised and 
they may need to be dewormed more often 
than older ewes.

Shepherd’s Choice Lamb & Kid Milk 
Sheep milk or goat milk are healthier for 
lambs than any formula mixed up in a 
laboratory. But if you do not have “real” 
milk (never use cow’s milk!) for bottle lambs, 
I think the best milk replacer to use is the 
Shepherd’s Choice brand. What I like about 
this product is that the lambs grow out well, 
and don’t have the distended belly I often see 
on bottle lambs on other farms.

Bloat Remedy for Frothy Bloat Speaking 
of bottle feeding lambs, I long ago posted on 
my website a recipe for dealing with “Frothy 
Bloat” which can affect bottle lambs. I will 
share it here as well.

1/2 tsp of ground ginger in 2 tbsp. of water
Shoot this mixture down the back of the 

throat, over the tongue of the lamb with a 
syringe (minus the needle). 

To prevent bloat in bottle fed (using milk 
replacer) lambs, one veterinarian recommends 
putting .5 ml of penicillin in the milk bottle, 
especially around the 4 weeks of age stage, 

when it seems to occur most. He says to put it 
in the first bottle of the day only.

Pritchard Teat I like the Pritchard Teat 
nipples because it’s easy for small lambs to 
nurse from them. And even better, they screw 
onto a plastic pop bottle! We’ve found that it 
needs bottles with at least 3 threads in order to 
be secure without leaking. As the nipples don’t 
come with a hole, don’t forget to cut off the tip! 

Molasses I give all of my new moms a 
(tall) 5 gallon bucket of warm water with 
molasses mixed in after they are done 
lambing. They love the sweet molasses and it 
gives them an extra energy boost they need. 
To make molasses water, add about 1/4 cup 
molasses to 2 gallons of warm water. Be sure 
to have the ewe’s water in a tall, 5-gallon 
bucket so that lambs cannot accidentally 
stumble into and drown.

Latex Gloves We keep a box of latex 
gloves in the barn and always put them on 
when handling any newborn lamb, or in 
assisting in any births. It’s very important 
not to imprint other scents on the lamb while 
handling it, as not to confuse the new mom. 
Ewes learn the identity of their own lambs 
through smell, sight and sound. 

Weigh the lambs! I long ago invested in a 
hanging scale and sling for weighing newborn 
lambs. I keep a notebook handy either in the 

barn, or my pocket, and always weigh lambs 
after they are safely delivered and have had 
their first mom’s milk. I don’t like to interfere 
with that first bonding or first suckling, but 
after mom and lambs are settled down, I will 
weigh each lamb and record their weight that 
first day. Also, if I have triplets, I will weigh 
them again a few days later or within a week 
of birth to monitor how well the triplets are 
doing. It’s easier to intervene early on if a 
lamb starts to lag behind its siblings than 
to wait until it’s older and realize it’s not 
gaining as well as the others. We also reweigh 
our lambs at 6 weeks of age and again at 12 
weeks. The 6 week weigh-in tells me how well 
the lambs are gaining on their dam’s milk 
and the 12 week weigh-in tells me how well 
the lamb is gaining as it is weaning off milk 
and converting it’s grazing into nutrition as 
the rumen develops. It’s not unusual to see 
the daily rate of gain drop from 6-12 weeks 
of age as the lamb begins to convert its food 
through rumination. 

Trust yourself and learn from your sheep. 
We all make mistakes. The key is to learn 
from those mistakes and to listen to what 
the sheep teach us. Each loss is a lesson that 
will helps us to save a future lamb. Each 
bad experience we go through, no matter 
the outcome, makes us better shepherds and 
makes our flock healthier and stronger.

This lambing season, and every future lambing season on your farm and mine, I wish 
for us all that we will only find healthy ewes and lambs greeting us at each new sunrise. If I 
could, I would rewrite Dicken’s famous quote for shepherds, to read:
It was the best of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the epoch of belief, it was the season of 
Light, it was the spring of hope, it was the Season of Lambs.

Windhill Farm 
We started with a small flock of Romneys in 

1985 and kept this breed until the show judges 
demanded large and fine wooled animals. 
We then crossed Romneys with Corriedales 
amd Coopworths until the Leicesters became 
available. We started the purebreed flock with 
one ewe and one ram from Dr. Sponenberg’s 
flock in 1997. Those genetics are still visible in 
our flock. We purchased two ewes from the 
C.W. flock in 1998 and have since purchased 
only rams as needed.

I became interested in traditional methods 
of wool preparation and began using natural 
dyes in 1995. The natural dye source is 
mostly from the farm. I must order cochineal 
and indigo and records from the Kentucky 
Shakers verify their availability very early in 
this area. 

I am now marketing products including 
yarns, hand woven tapes and bands, shawls, 

wool aprons, and blankets. Some of these 
items appeal to modern shoppers, as well.

Reenactors prefer to have everything 
produced using traditional tools and 
methods. Due to the circumstances prior to 
the Revolution, wool items were purchased 
from Great Britain and not commercially 
produced in this country. Some accounts 
indicate that there were those who were 
able to process wool in the home and these 
methods are my guides.

We use blade shears to shear our flock 
in the spring before lambing. The fleece is 
skirted heavily and washed in hot water 
(140˚) and a non-petroleum based detergent. 
I comb each lock before dying and then 
combine lots of similar shades. I often card 
lightly to prepare for spinning. Weft yarns for 
blankets are spun very heavy and I like the 
finer wool with more crimp. Warp yarns are 
spun f rom the stronger wool with more open 
crimp. All Leicester wool is comfortable to 

wear if properly prepared. Weaving is done 
on several looms of different styles.

Our flock has supplied animals for two 
historic sites: Shaker Village at Pleasant Hill, 
KY, and Martin’s Station at Ewing, VA. 
Visit us on Facebook, by typing in Windhill 
Farm and Spindle; and at the Contemporary 
Longrifle Association www.longrifle.com.

Janice Hensley, Windhill Farm

Janice in her booth at the historical Waterford  
Fair in Virginia
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With lambing season rapidly 
approaching, it’s a good time to 
baby-proof your farm. While 

the potential hazards of common livestock 
supplies such as heat lamps or electric netting 
are well known, seemingly benign objects 
can also pose threats to lambs. Here are a few 
items to look out for that may not typically 
raise a red flag:

Rubber Bungees
Many of us use bungees to keep gates shut 

or secure wire panels to posts. But a bungee 
left hanging with its metal hook unattached 
can snare a lamb in a gruesome way – 
particularly if the lamb is mouthing the hook 
(as babies are prone to do). I found a lamb 
dangling from a bungee one day – hooked 
through the cheek like a fish. While her 
wound healed without incident, I am much 
more careful with bungees now.

Empty Water Troughs
Lambs love to jump in and out of water 

troughs, and I always worry about losing a 
baby when it takes an unexpected swim. But 
in the winter time, even an empty trough can 
be dangerous. A small amount of precipitation 
quickly freezes, turning the bottom into a 
skating rink. A lamb jumps in, slips on the ice, 
and can exhaust itself attempting to regain 
its footing. The heat from its body can melt 
just enough of the ice to leave the baby lying 
helplessly in near-freezing water. Hypothermia 

quickly ensues. While baby lambs are the most 
vulnerable, older animals can also be at risk. I 
lost a 6 month-old ewe this way after a freak 
snowstorm in October … DEVASTATING. 
Turn those empty troughs over in the winter 
time!

Plant Hazards
There is a great deal of information 

available about plants that are toxic to sheep 
– here’s one excellent source:  
www.sheepandgoat.com/poison.html

But there are also plants that can trap a 
sheep – sometimes with tragic consequences. 
One of our breeders reported finding a dead 
ewe that had apparently become entangled 
in a Multiflora Rose bush. And last spring I 
found a lamb lying on her side, firmly attached 
to the ground by the burrs of a green Burdock 
plant. She couldn’t extricate herself, so I had to 
ruin her fleece to cut her free. While you may 
be tempted to write off such things as freak 
occurrences, you can’t be too careful when 
working with a precious gene pool…

Here are some suggestions with regard to 
more obvious potential trouble spots:
1. Check your property and barn for areas 
that a lamb could fall into, crawl under or 
get trapped behind – and fill them in, block 
them off, etc …
2. Check all wire mesh panels and woven 
wire for breaks and sharp edges, then repair 
or replace as necessary

3. If you use field fence or panels designed for 
cattle, consider adding electric wires to keep 
babies in and prevent adults from getting 
their heads stuck in the mesh … like the 
genius in the photo above.
4. Check all electric fence conductors and 
connections. Replace broken or missing 
insulators, as well as any twine that has burnt 
areas indicating arcing. Clear any vegetation 
that is causing shorts. If everything is in 
order but your tester gives a low voltage 
reading, then you either have insufficient 
grounding (likely) or an underpowered 
energizer.
5. Attach water buckets to the wall of the 
lambing area so babies can’t tip them over, 
and make sure that all trough heaters and 
heated buckets are connected to ground fault 
circuit interrupting (GFCI) receptacles. 

Have a safe and fruitful lambing season!

Safeguarding Your Farm for Lambing Season Rebecca Pushkin, Mazkeret Farm

The genius mentioned below in #3

Genetically Speaking …  Sue Ziller, Wooly Bee Farm

In 2011, our ram, Romeo was identified as being one of the last remaining LL rams that 
has Tasmanian bloodlines. Upon hearing this I seriously began looking into having 
Romeo’s semen collected in the event something unexpected would happen to him. I 

have learned with sheep that time is of the essence and there was no time like the present for 
getting this accomplished.

So it began. I assessed my ram, visually dissecting him, looking for any remote 
undesireable flaw(s) while in my mind comparing him to the breed standard. Carefully, 
I asked myself if he has what we as breeders are looking for in a breeding ram. Just as 
important, is the quality of the fleece.Visual inspection of his fleece shows him carrying wide 
strong locks with consistency and density through out. 

We already know that there is no such thing as the “perfect” sheep , but to the best of my 
ability, I have determined Romeo to be a quality animal. Having come to that conclusion, he 
will be collected so that these precious genetics are preserved for the integrity of the Leicester 
Longwool Sheep Breeders Association. 

Interglobal Genetics, Pontiac Illinois is scheduled to be on our farm March 9th. There is a 
fee per straw for the collection as well as a farm visit charge that gets divided between all of 
the farms that they are servicing that particular day. It was suggested that I try to have Romeo 
“clean out” before the collection for better results. Somehow, I am not up for that task.

It is my understanding if for some reason the collection does not go well the first time, they will return and attempt again. Kelly Smith, 
Vice President/Registrar for the LLSBA suggested that I aim for at least 20 straws. So, we’re hoping for 20 and anything else will be a 
bonus. Contact the LLSBA to see if you should be considering doing collections on your farm.

The gorgeous Romeo
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Extra, Extra, read all about it! 
Calling for all LLSBA News! If you are an LLSBA Member and you have some 
interesting news, we would like to share it in our newsletter. Please submit your 
articles and photos to Melanie Rowan, rowhousefarm@comcast.net. Your articles 
may be gently edited and your photos need to be high resolution digital images. 
Articles for the fall 2012 issue are due Sept. 1.

Underhill Farm 
After attending one of my very first 

Leicester Longwool meetings in Colonial 
Williamsburg, I vividly remember Joan 
Henry expounding the fact that the LLSBA 
members are the stewards of the sheep and 
we need to aquaint our breed to everyone. 
“Get the word out.” I thought how correct 
she was and that inspired me to do what I do. 

Fred and I have attended several local 
festivals in central Pennsylvania that are full 
of dichotomies. We showed our yarn at the 
Arts Festival at Penn State, Altoona. There 
a woman walked into the booth, pointed to 
our yarn and said, “Is this yarn from Colonial 
Williamsburg?” In Johnstown we attended 
a green festival called Natural Biodiversity. 
“We did not know anyone around here made 
and sold yarns.” I hear that a lot. Another 
event was the Mother Earth Festival in Seven 
Springs. We traveled there with goats, sheep 
and our yarns. All were very well received – 
people loved our animals and yarns!

During the summer I pack the truck with 
yarns and fleeces and travel to local farmers’ 
markets. There is a slight resemblance to 
the Beverly Hillbillies – furniture in all 
configurations sticking out of the truck as I 
need a table, a chair, the galvanized tubs ... 
My travels take me to Johnstown, Somerset, 
Ebensburg, Hollidsayburg, and Huntington. 
Last summer at the markets I made many new 
friends, sold lots of yarn, and did food shopping 
for the kitchen coffer. My life was dominated 
with displays, sunshine, raucous laughter and 
hopes for big sales. Knitters would proudly 
return with beautiful completed projects. 

At the end of the year, our farm hosted open 
houses and scheduled group tours. The open 
house is for knitters. They love to see the sheep 
and know the names of the sheep in the yarns 
they bought. Many visitors have no link to rural 
life and the tours give them a chance to explore; 
walk the green pastures or smelly barns. I always 
tell the newcomers to me it smells like home. 

Be inspired. Get out of your sleepy 
isolation and tell the world what we all know 
and love. We need to fervently save the 
Leicester Longwools’ future.

William Smiley Churchill, Underhill Farm

Secretary’s Report Joan Henry, The Grazing Herd Sheep and Wool Co.

Greetings to all members, new and old!!! I hope 2012 is going well for all of you and you are 
being blessed with lots of new lambs. This has been a very mild winter for us in West Virginia and 
the sheep has been loving the warm weather, not to mention, the shepherd has also been loving it!

The Board of Directors met on November 4, 2011 at the home of President, Elaine Shirley, 
in Williamsburg, Va. Those attending were, Elaine Shirley, Pres. Kelly Smith Anderson, Vice 
President/Registrar, Joan Henry, Sec/Tres, Becka Pushkin, Sue Ziller and Ann Vonnegut, 
Flock Representatives.

Items discussed were:
1) Our Non Profit status. We now have an EIN number as of Oct. 1st. The physical address 

for the association will be 705 Hamilton St, Williamsburg, VA.
2) LLSBA Membership Dues. Dues are payable on or before the 31st of January for each year. 

It was discussed, voted on and approved that if dues for existing active members are not paid by 
January 31st, of the current year, the membership fee will be $35.00 after that date. Any member 
who has not paid their dues will not be able to register any sheep until their dues are current.

3) Non Members. Once again, we encourage all breeders who sell sheep to make the people 
who purchase sheep members of the LLSBA. It was discussed , voted on and approved, that 
any breeder who sells sheep to any new person and pays for their first years membership, 
will receive a discount on the membership fee which will be $10.00 instead of $25.00. This 
is offered to as many people (non members) that you sell sheep to, as long as the person 
purchasing the sheep is a non member, and the seller pays for their first years membership, the 
fee will be $10.00. If the person purchasing the sheep pays for their own membership, the fee 
will be $25.00. So, it would be a nice gesture on the part of the seller, to sign the new members 
up and pay their membership fee. It is important that we keep track of the sheep and this is the 
best way of doing that. Please encourage those people who have purchased sheep from you in 
the past to become members of the LLSBA.

4) Election year. Once again, it is time to elect officers. The positions are President, Vice 
President, Secretary/Treasurer, and 2 Flock Representatives. Nomination ballots will be mailed 
out to all active members who are in good standing with the LLSBA. You may nominate 
someone for president, vice president, secretary/treasurer and 2 people for flock representatives. 
Once the nominations are received, ballots will be sent for voting on. New officers will be 
announced at the annual meeting.

5) LLSBA display. We now have a new Leicester Longwool display that will be made 
available to any member to use when they are doing fiber shows, presentations, etc. ect. The 
LLSBA will pay for the cost of mailing the display to members and the members will be 
responsible for paying the cost of shipping it back to the Secretary. Please contact me if you are 
interested in using the display. I will be getting an rough estimate on what it will cost to send the 
display so you will know what that will be ahead of time. I will check with both USPS and UPS.

6) Newsletter. Please continue to send articles for the newsletter. You can send whatever 
you like: articles on your farm, your sheep, things you have done with the sheep, fairs you 
have attended, etc. Contact Melanie Rowan, our newsletter editor, to submit your articles, at 
melanierowandesign@comcast.net. Many thanks to Melanie for the wonderful job she is doing!!

7) Registrations for 2011. Kelly Smith Anderson gave a report on the numbers of 
registrations for 2011. Please see Kelly’s report on Page 2.

Other items discussed, but not yet finalized: Creating a new website, doing another Card 
Grading Show and collection of ram semen (See Sue’s article on Page 6).

More on these items will be discussed at our annual meeting, which will be at the Maryland 
Sheep and Wool Festival. I will send out an email reminder to all members of the date, time 
and place of the meeting. Please try to attend.



Elaine Shirley, President  
705 Hamilton Street 

Williamsburg, Virginia 23185

It was a bitterly cold morning in March. 
Gray, brooding clouds scudded across 
the sky and patches of ice and dirty snow 

still dotted the yard. I was picking my way to 
the barn, wishing I had stayed in the warm 
kitchen for another cup of coffee. And that 
was when I heard it.

I was just reaching for the barn door when 
there came a small, but distinct, “mah.”

Mah?
I paused, listening, my hand resting on the 

latch.
Nothing. Silence, save for the icy breeze 

rattling the bare limbs of the old Hackberry 
tree near the henhouse.

Humph, I thought. Must be mice.
“Mah!” There it was again. But this time it 

was accompanied by a series of thumps and a 
tiny, but exasperated, sigh.

Mah? Thump? Sigh? Must be a mighty big 
mouse.

“MAH!” This time the voice was louder, 
more demanding.

Well, I thought, I’ve got to see this mouse.
I cautiously pressed the latch and swung the 

door open. The rusty hinges squeaked in protest.
It took a few seconds for my eyes to adjust 

to the inky darkness, but I could just make 
out a pair of large eyes gazing back at me 
from the floor. Fumbling for the light switch, 
I gave it a quick flick. The light snapped on.

What the ....
“MAH!”
And that was my introduction to Herbert, 

the bummer lamb. There he stood, impudent, 
accusing, his dark black wool still damp from 
birth fluids. He gave me a curious look, as if to 
say, “Well, here I am. I’ve been stood standing 
here, alone, cold, waiting for someone to come 
rescue me. I’ve had nothing to eat because 
my pig of a sister won’t share and my mother 
doesn’t want me anyway. And what are you 
going to do about it? Answer me that. Mah!”

And then, I swear, he smiled and wagged 
his tail.

His mother, Rose, had rejected Herbert 
and had chosen instead to lavish her 
attentions on his sister, Amy. The two 
lambs were our first ever, and, being novice 
shepherds, Gale and I had missed all the 
signs of their imminent arrival. But there 

they were and there was Herbert asking what 
I intended to do about it.

What we did that day – and for many 
days afterward – was to push Rose into a 
corner and force her to let Herbert nurse to 
his heart’s content. We supplemented this 
with bottle feedings and kept a close watch 
on Herbert. Eventually, Rose came to accept 
Herbert and the little lamb flourished, 
becoming one of our best wethers and giving 
us years of beautiful fleeces. And, until the 
day he died, Herbert was the only member of 
our little flock who answered when I called 
his name.

“Herbert,” I would yell across the pasture. 
“Mah,” would come the reply.

Guess who’s coming to dinner? Ken Frizell, Nip & Tuck Farm

www.leicesterlongwool.org

Amy and Herbert


